Cabinet Decree No. (145) of 2012
on adopting the organisational structure and powers of the Interior Ministry and the
organisation of its administrative unit
The Cabinet:
Upon review of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Constitutional Declaration and its amendments;
The law of the financial system of the State of Libya, and budget, accounting and
inventory regulation and amendments;
Law No. (18) of 1963 on personal identity cards;
Law No. (11) of 1971 on civil defence;
Law No. (21) of 1977 establishing the Public Safety Commodity Importing Co.
(Silamnia);
Law No. (11) of 1984 on public roads traffic;
Law No. (4) of 1985 on travel documents;
Law No. (6) of 1987 on regulating foreigners’ entry, residence, and departure from Libya;
Law No. (7) of 1990 on narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances;
Law No. (12) of 2010 issuing the Labour Relations Law and its executive regulation;
Law No. (24) of 2010 on nationality;
National Transitional Council Decree No. (17) of 2011 dissolving the Interior and Exterior
Security Services and transferring their powers to local councils;
National Transitional Council Resolution No. (174) of 2011 on determining the structure
of the government;
National Transitional Council Resolution No. (184) of 2011 on approving the transitional
government;
Cabinet Decree No. (1) of 2012 determining the powers of deputy ministers and their
assistants;
Cabinet Decree No. (139) of 2012 on the establishment of the Academy for Security
Sciences;
Cabinet Decree No. (140) of 2012 on adopting a provision regarding the Public Safety
Commodity Importing Co. (Silamnia);
Cabinet Decree No. (141) of 2012 dissolving the Tourism and Antiquities Police;
Cabinet Decree No. (142) of 2012 dissolving the Anti-Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances Agency;
Cabinet Decree No. (143) of 2012 dissolving the Public Facility and Establishment
Security Authority;
Cabinet Decree No. (144) of 2012 on dissolving the National Safety Authority;
“Former” General People’s Committee Decree No. (1186) of 1990 establishing the Public
Facility and Establishment Security Authority;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Former” General People’s Committee Decree No. (115) of 1996 establishing the Civil
Status Authority;
“Former” General People’s Committee Decree No. (51) of 2002 establishing the Police
Officers Academy;
“Former” General People’s Committee Decree No. (52) of 2002 on the establishment of
the Police Officers Academy for Women;
“Former” General People’s Committee Decree No. (114) of 2006 on the establishment of
the Anti-Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Agency;
“Former” General People’s Committee Decree No. (437) of 2006 on the establishment of
the National Safety Authority;
Based on the proposal of the Interior Minister;
And the decisions of the Cabinet’s 5th regular session of 2012.
has decided:

Article (1)
The organisational structure and powers of the Ministry of Interior shall be adopted and its
administrative unit organised according to the provisions of this decree.
Article (2)
The Ministry of Interior shall undertake the implementation of legislation, laws, regulations,
decisions, and the necessary measures and procedures that ensure the country's security and
the protection of lives and property. It shall also undertake the implementation of policies,
plans and programs necessary for the implementation of legislation in the field of security and
police. In particular, it shall have the following powers:
1. Follow up on the implementation of plans and policies for the ministry and work to raise
the level of security performance.
2. Participate in the development of the necessary financial estimates to prepare the
ministry's budget projects.
3. Maintain security by taking the necessary measures and actions that ensure that this is
achieved.
4. Prepare security studies and research and develop the necessary plans to ensure this is
achieved.
5. Take the necessary actions relating to spending from the budget of the ministry in
accordance with the legislation in force.
6. Enter into contracts to implement the projects of the ministry in accordance with the
regulations set out in the legislation in force.
7. Prepare the necessary plans and programs to prevent and control crime and protect lives,
honours, and funds.
8. Manage personal status affairs, safeguard and secure tourists, tourist and archaeological
facilities, and guard facilities, installations, and vital targets in accordance with the
legislation in force.
9. Accept, train, and prepare qualified technical personnel to work for the police and prepare,
qualify, and train public security recruits.
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10. Carry out investigations, collect evidence and expertise, check identities, and search crime
scenes using scientific methods to collect and safeguard remaining physical evidence.
11. Develop civil defence plans and projects, follow up on their implementation, undertake
fire-fighting, face public and natural disasters, train various members in the work of civil
defence, and form teams of air strike and fire observers.
12. Sweep minefields, and detect, remove, assemble, transfer, and detonate bombs.
13. Carry out land and sea rescue work.
14. Manage traffic affairs on public roads, police aviation, and foot and vehicle patrols on
paved and desert roads, secure wire and wireless communication, and manage operation
rooms.
15. Spread security awareness among citizens to face fires and public and natural disasters
and fight and prevent crimes through security media outlets and the issuance of various
specialised publications.
16. Manage the affairs of passports, nationality, and identity cards, civil status affairs, and the
foreigners’ residence and immigration and control the entry and exit through entry points
prescribed for this purpose.
17. Carry out public relations and international cooperation work in the field of the ministry
18. Carry out Arab and international police affairs.
19. Oversee authorities subordinate to the ministry.
20. Take the necessary measures to assign the officials of bodies subordinate to the ministry
according to the legislation in force.
21. Issue decrees of appointment, promotion, transfer, delegation, secondment, and
professional affairs according to the ministry's budget and legislation in force.
22. Prepare the ministry’s final account.
23. Propose programs and plans that raise the level of competence and performance of staff in
the ministry with the relevant bodies.
24. Exercise the powers stipulated by legislation in force.
Article (3)
The Ministry of Interior shall have directorates of national security in the regions, which shall
exercise the competencies prescribed in the legislation in force. They shall be formed and
organised and their headquarters and scope of work shall be identified by virtue of decisions
issued by the Minister of Interior.
Article (4)
The ministry shall have one or more deputy ministers who exercise the tasks assigned to
deputy ministers as per the legislation in force and work under the supervision of the minister.
In the event there are multiple deputy ministers, they shall be assigned the powers assigned to
deputy ministers according to the legislation in force. The minister may distribute tasks and
powers among them or assign them to perform their duties within certain administrative limits
in coordination between them.
Article (5)
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The following authorities, which shall possess legal personality and independent financial
liability, shall be subordinate to the Ministry of Interior:
1. Civil Status Authority
2. Passport, Nationality, and Foreign Affairs Department
3. Public Safety Commodity Importing Co. (Silamnia)
The following administrative components shall also fall under the supervision of the Ministry
of Interior:
1. Police Sport Union
2. Social Care Fund
The two authorities shall exercise their powers in accordance with the legislation regulating
them.
Article (6)
The administrative structure of the Ministry of Interior shall be composed of the following
administrative divisions:
1. General Directorate for Police Operations
2. General Directorate for Border Security
3. Anti-Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances General Directorate
4. General Directorate for Coastal Security
5. General Directorate for Combating Illegal Immigration
6. General Directorate for Martyrs Affairs and Social Care
7. General Directorate for Information Security
8. General Directorate of Civil Defence
9. General Directorate for Police Aviation
10. General Directorate for Training
11. General Directorate for the Protection of Vital Targets
12. General Directorate for Investigation and Follow-up
13. General Directorate for Traffic and License Affairs
14. General Directorate for Supply Affairs
15. General Directorate for Technical and Communication Affairs
16. Criminal Investigation Directorate
17. Security Planning Directorate
18. Legal Affairs Directorate
19. Public Relations and Cooperation Directorate
20. Administrative Affairs Directorate
21. Financial Affairs Department
22. Minister’s Office
23. Deputy Minister’s Office
24. Arab and International Criminal Police Department
25. Rotation and Coordination Office
Branches for general directorates and offices for directorates may be established. Decisions
shall be issued in their regard by the Minister of Interior and shall identify their geographical
jurisdiction.
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Article (7)
The General Directorate for Police Operations shall have the following duties:
1. Propose security plans and prepare to put them into practice to ensure tighter security
control to maintain public order and security.
2. Support other security services to address any security gaps in the different regions of
Libya.
3. Prepare a security force equipped to intervene in invasions, raids, riot control, and mass
violence, secure sports competitions and other events, and always be ready to provide
backup.
4. Provide support for the protection of vital and strategic targets in the event of any
infiltration.
5. Coordinate between relevant departments and bodies for which regulatory decisions are
issued by the Minister of Interior.
6. Prepare, arrange, and save the files, records, and cards and classify photos and the like for
people who frequent sports cities and those accused of riots and chaos by collecting and
documenting all the information about them.
7. Immediately provide notice of security positions of importance or a special nature and
adhere to the implementation of the instructions they issue.
8. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
9. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (8)
The General Directorate for Border Security shall have the following duties:
1. Develop security plans and executive programs to achieve the goals and objectives to
protect points of entry and the important and vital facilities and buildings therein, so as to
ensure the implementation of these plans as required.
2. Monitor the entry and exit of people, vehicles, equipment, etc. and take the necessary
action in their regard in the light of the outcome of the results of this follow-up.
3. Take the necessary actions so as to ensure the implementation of these plans and programs
adopted in the field of security-related activities.
4. Oversee the security and protection of airports, ports, land, sea, and air entry points, and
the entrances and exits of the country to provide security and protection for them.
5. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
6. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (9)
The Anti-Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances General Directorate shall have the
following duties:
1. Track and monitor criminal activity and suspects in the sectors of narcotic drugs and
psychotropic substances and gather information on the movement of criminals, their
contacts, and the locations of their criminal activity.
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2. Encourage citizens to give information about crimes related to narcotic drugs and
psychotropic substances and their perpetrators.
3. Carry out field patrols, investigate, organise raids on the locations of narcotic drug trade
and taking, and arrest suspects and perpetrators in flagrante delicto.
4. Receive incoming notices and information on narcotic drugs, open subject-matter files for
them, check their veracity, and take the necessary measures and action in their regard.
5. Secure, guard, and transfer documents provided and forward them to the competent
authorities and destroy narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances in accordance with the
legislation in force.
6. Provide psychological, therapeutic, and social counselling for drug and psychotropic
substance users and their family members who request them.
7. Collect and study information relating to drug and psychotropic substance addicts,
identify them, work to take the necessary measures to treat them in terms of health and
psychology, and follow up with the people who were treated and help them present
themselves for treatment and not relapse to drug use and addiction.
8. Conduct studies and scientific and technical research on narcotic drugs, psychotropic
substances, and chemicals that could form part of the chemical composition of narcotic
drugs and psychotropic substances.
9. Conduct initial and preliminary analysis of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances
and save samples of various drugs and tools used in smuggling, trafficking, and drug use.
10. Maintain the records of people with judicial records in the field of drug activity, former
detainees, wanted people, suspects, and narcotic drug addicts, and classify, arrange, and
categorize them, organise security information in accordance with the approved relevant
context, and monitor new restrictions.
11. Assess, analyse, and verify the available information and check how it relates to others.
12. Prepare statistics and newsletters and collect data and information about Libyans
committing drug offenses abroad.
13. Coordinate with the General Directorate for Public Relations and Cooperation to prepare
awareness programs and present them through various media outlets.
14. Follow up, collect, and classify what is published on various media outlets about the
narcotic drugs problem, prepare responses in this regard, and forward them to the
competent authorities.
15. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
16. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (10)
The General Directorate for Coastal Security shall have the following duties:
1. Develop and implement the necessary plans to protect, guard, and secure the Libyan
coasts.
2. Monitor and work to oversee the control, guarding, and protection of Libyan coasts.
3. Freely conduct patrols to scout and survey coasts and territorial waters.
4. Impose security control on movement on beaches and areas of land adjacent to the sea.
5. Coordinate, cooperate on, and contribute to maritime rescue with the relevant bodies.
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6. Follow up on and evaluate the security situation in ports, harbours, marinas, and maritime
clubs and take security measures in their regard.
7. Prepare the records of ships and fishing and recreational boats, collect data about them,
and issue licenses and license plates for the same.
8. Grant security clearances and navigation permissions for fishing and recreation in
coordination with competent authorities.
9. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
10. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (11)
The General Directorate for Combating Illegal Immigration shall have the following duties:
1. Prepare the maps locating specific border control points, routes, and locations of desert
border patrols.
2. Achieve, impose, and tighten security control on borders, according to jurisdiction.
3. Investigate smuggling of people, contraband materials, goods, and infiltration across the
desert and border areas and take required legal action in their regard.
4. Coordinate with governorates and offices so as to ensure the implementation of security
plans and programs and develop detailed duties to ensure their success.
5. Directly oversee the anti-infiltration and smuggling centres and border points, prepare a
detailed statement about them, and submit it to competent authorities.
6. Documented the records and data related to infiltrators, smugglers, people with expired
visas, and people caught being and residing in the country illegally.
7. Conduct the service affairs of anti-infiltration and smuggling centres and accommodate
those who reside within the country in violation of legislation regulating residency, work,
and entry and exit to the country and are referred to them by competent authorities.
8. Deport people who have violated the conditions of entry, exit, and residency of foreigners
and take legal action against them.
9. Collect information, data, and records on smuggling, infiltration, and illegal immigration
issues etc., and classify, arrange, and categorise them to use as reference when necessary.
10. Prepare forms, cards, and models from the information of the questionnaires filled out by
smugglers, infiltrators, and people involved who are caught in illegal immigration cases
and other crimes and sort out the data and analyse it for reference when necessary.
11. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
12. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (12)
The General Directorate for Martyrs Affairs and Social Care shall have the following duties:
1. Present and follow up on the procedures of those who lose their lives in the line of duty or
because of it with the relevant committee.
2. Organise and maintain the files of martyrs among them, monitor their conditions and
benefits in accordance with the legislation in force, and review requests for compensation
for injuries suffered by workers.
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3. Care for retirees and the families of martyrs, provide them with the necessary
humanitarian service, and connect them to the ministry.
4. Organise meetings and forums for retirees and the families of martyrs and prepare
statistics and data related to them.
5. Provide social and humanitarian care and service for employees, document the
relationship between them to identify their problems, and work to find appropriate
solutions in cooperation with the relevant authorities.
6. Provide the necessary services to them in coordination with the divisions for retirees and
martyrs families in the components of the ministry.
7. Establish and manage social and recreational clubs for workers in the ministry and all the
regions of Libya in coordination with security directorates.
8. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
9. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (13)
The General Directorate for Information Security shall have the following duties:
1. Provide security protection for the regime and public security for the state so as their
objective be to respect human rights and uphold the rule of law.
2. Protect the country's security and ensure its safety in cooperation with the relevant
authorities in charge of security work.
3. Monitor and follow up on terrorist activities and their perpetrators, work to uncover
subversive and ideological plans, and thwart any acts or measures countering public
security.
4. Investigate and collect evidence related to crimes falling within the jurisdiction of the
governorate and refer them to the competent judicial authorities.
5. Observe and monitor hostile and suspicious activities that endanger the administrative
political entity of public institutions.
6. Ensure the safety of persons and goods located in areas of entry and exit in an unobtrusive
manner.
7. Prepare research and studies and participate in the development of security plans.
8. Oversee the holding of qualification and training courses for members of the directorate.
9. Monitor the activities of local parliamentary elections and prepare reports on them to be
submitted in a timely manner to the minister.
10. Monitor political media activities and what is issued by civil society institutions.
11. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
12. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (14)
The General Directorate of Civil Defence shall have the following duties:
1. Develop civil defence plans and projects and follow up on their implementation in times
of peace and war.
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2. Carry out related statistics, train different individuals and teams on civil defence, and
spread awareness about civil defence among citizens.
3. Provide an emergency stockpile of civil defence equipment and tools and keep then viable
for use.
4. Face public and natural disasters and for this purpose, the governorate may use civil
defence teams and directly request from any ministry, authority, body, or entity.
5. Provide the necessary aid it sees necessary to face disasters, whether such aid is individual
efforts, tasks, or tools.
6. Provide technical advice to secure and protect installations and means of transport and
communication.
7. This governorate shall have the right to directly contact ministries, agencies, public and
private institutions, and other parties to coordinate cooperation.
8. Implement the requirements of civil defence works and follow up on related procedures.
9. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
10. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (15)
The General Directorate for Police Aviation is responsible for:
1. Conduct security air patrols through airline routes and corridors required by the situation
and the security situation.
2. Carry out air support operations in cases of participation in operations to seize smugglers
and infiltrators, search and rescue operations, or upon request.
3. Carry out documentary photography, provide a comprehensive position on the results of
these assignments, and work to sustain the maintenance of operating aircraft and related
spare parts.
4. Implement the decisions and instructions of the Minister of Interior on cases where take
off is allowed and the regulating controls.
5. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
6. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (16)
The General Directorate for Training shall have the following duties:
1. Develop annual training plans for the training institutions, institutes, and centres, develop
academic and training curriculum to implement these plans, and follow up on the
development of academic and training courses.
2. Prepare continuous training plans and issue pertinent instructions.
3. Prepare final reports on training plans implemented for the ministry during the training
year, assess training needs, and develop the plan to distribute them to various institutions.
4. Set the dates of the start and end of the training year and monitor the depreciation rates of
training equipment.
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5. Set and prepare for the annual plan for internal training according to the needs of the
sector and implement the annual training plan in the field of domestic and external
training.
6. Coordinate with educational and training institutions to ensure the success of the
effectiveness of programs for the sessions in the sector.
7. Prepare statistics and reports on the progress of internal and external training in training
and qualifying institutions in the ministry.
8. Reinforce links with national and foreign training institutions and benefit from training
programs they hold.
9. Keep a register of the experts, trainers, lecturers, and professors.
10. Benefit from opportunities available in the field of external training and qualification to
increase capacities and expertise.
11. Express opinions on candidates for training abroad and monitor the affairs of training
courses and missions abroad.
12. Establish links with training institutions outside Libya, exchange visits, and nominate
individuals to attend security-related training courses.
13. Select students applying to join the police in accordance with the conditions set by law
and follow up on their joining various institutions, institutes, and centres.
14. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
15. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (17)
The General Directorate for the Protection of Vital Targets shall have the following duties:
1. Protect important national and foreign personalities in coordination with the concerned
authorities.
2. Protect and guard the embassies and consulates of foreign countries and international
diplomatic missions.
3. Protect and guard the headquarters of ministries and government bodies about which a
decree is issued by the Minister of Interior.
4. Protect and secure sovereign financial and economic institutions.
5. Guard and protect museums and government installations.
6. Protect and secure vital and important institutions and headquarters that require protection
and guarding.
7. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
8. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (18)
The General Directorate for Investigation and Follow-up shall have the following duties:
1. Conduct unannounced inspections on bodies, authorities, departments, and companies of
the sector and the police offices, departments, and stations to confirm and monitor the
daily performance activity in order to identify any neglect in the performance of duty, and
take immediate appropriate measures required by the situation so as to improve the
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workflow and its regularity in accordance with the legislation and regulations issued in
this regard.
2. Coordinate with other offices in the achievement of the objectives of the governorate and
assign tasks and duties in details to ensure efficient performance.
3. Conduct foot and vehicle police control patrols to monitor field security performance so as
to ensure adherence to regulations and demonstrate effectiveness that demands respect in
order to perform the necessary tasks.
4. Conduct field inspections of the means of transfer and transportation, materials, and other
equipment in the field in the ministry to ensure proper use, employment, and compliance
with prescribed usage regulations, monitor and seize cases of violation, and take actions in
their regard.
5. Follow up on operational plans and programs, review, study, analyse, and assess the
related proposals incoming from various security bodies and departments in order to
ensure the achievement of objectives, distribute responsibilities, and coordinate on the
preparation of responses in their regard.
6. Adopt modern scientific methods in statistics and evaluation processes and study the
periodic reports referred to it on sector activities and monthly returns to determine the
levels and indicators necessary to evaluate the performance.
7. Prepare reports to assess the ministry’s performance and identify the obstacles and
problems that need to be addressed.
8. Monitor public opinion about the level of the ministry’s performance, analyse it, and
derive indicators in coordination with the competent authorities.
9. Follow up on the implementation of legislation related to the work of the ministry as well
as the decisions and orders issued by the ministry or the minister and the extent of their
implementation and prepare the necessary reports on them.
10. Investigate complaints and grievances filed against police members for offenses they
commit while carrying out their duties and present the results of the investigations to the
competent authorities.
11. Investigate the topics referred to it and related to neglect in security performance and
disputes between security bodies or components or between employees constituting a
deficiency in performance.
12. Accept complaints from citizens, investigate them, check their veracity, and present them
to the competent authorities.
13. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
14. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (19)
The General Directorate for Traffic and Licenses Affairs shall have the following duties:
1. Apply the traffic law on public roads and regulations and decisions regulating traffic and
road affairs.
2. Prepare executive plans and programs to achieve its objectives, provided they include a
statement of detailed duties to ensure their implementation as required.
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3. Propose the plans needed to implement traffic systems and engineering on public roads,
care for the planning of roads and traffic guidance plates according to the legislation
regulating the same, and coordinate with relevant authorities.
4. Undertake the central organisation of the procedures of motor vehicles, driving licenses,
curfew, and vehicle plates and unify these procedures.
5. Establish locations for fixed gates, study the practical problems or difficulties they face,
and propose necessary action.
6. Work to support and enhance traffic patrols and continue work within the framework of
identifying sites and routes determined by the mechanism on which regulatory actions are
issued by the Ministry of Interior.
7. Work to conduct traffic patrols in accordance with the methods of sudden gates on main
roads outside the cities and coastal roads, highways, and roads linking cities.
8. Collect information, statistics, and data related to traffic accidents and all that is related to
traffic security.
9. Ensure technical supervision of traffic and license departments in security governorates
and provide technical advice to them.
10. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
11. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (20)
The General Directorate for Supply Affairs shall have the following duties:
1. Prepare the ministry’s needs in terms of equipment, machinery, tools, weapons,
ammunition, and tasks and organise the operations to save, maintain, and repair them.
2. Coordinate with the logistics and warehouse departments in public and security
directorates and provide their needs.
3. Supply public directorates, offices, security departments, and the ministry bodies with
tools, equipment, and other supplies.
4. Develop restrictions and controls governing the procedures of receipt, storage, and
disbursement operations consistent with the context, systems, and procedures in place.
5. Prepare and submit reports with statistics and data and keep records, files, other systems,
and other administrative entries on the work of warehouses.
6. Prepare entries, records, cards, and models for receipt, storage, and disbursement and
work to document them on the computer systems prepared for this purpose.
7. Prepare the necessary technical specifications for warehouses, in accordance with the
technical and security regulations, specifications, and conditions required and followed for
storage operations.
8. Classify and categorize stored materials in accordance with the practice followed in the
context of such cases and secure and guard all warehouses, especially warehouses holding
weapons and ammunition stores to ensure their protection.
9. Develop a mechanism to regulate exchange operations, taking into account the
determination of the strategic inventory ratio for stored materials and items, in accordance
with the instructions, orders, and regulations issued in this regard.
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10. Provide technical advice for security directorates and public departments on the processes
of classification, receipt, storage, and disbursement.
11. Participate in the work of the committees held for the purpose of supplying materials and
items or trade them off in terms of quality, compliance with specifications, and their
overall evaluation.
12. Study the needs of the ministry in coordination with relevant authorities and work to
secure them.
13. Gather goods supplied to the public security sector.
14. Oversee and follow up on the progress of the ministry’s projects in accordance with the
contractual provisions required for new construction, follow up on disbursement
procedures within contractual provisions and the instructions of the Ministry of Finance,
and prepare relevant measures and maps.
15. Contact the concerned authorities to receive quotes, present them in accordance with the
procedures followed, and prepare the financial estimates necessary to contract.
16. Study the needs of the ministry for vehicles and machinery, develop the plans necessary to
provide them, receive vehicles and machinery, and store, maintain, and dispose of them,
and secure necessary spare parts.
17. Ensure the safety of the use of vehicles and machinery in their respective official
purposes, prepare necessary reports on them, provide the gas, fuel, and oils needed for the
vehicles, follow up on the maintenance of cars and gas stations of the sector, and take
measures to insure the ministry’s vehicles.
18. Issue driving permits for police vehicles and prepare booklets on the disbursement of gas
and motors.
19. Oversee the ministry’s public works workshops of carpentry, blacksmithing, plumbing,
electricity, refrigeration, and air conditioning and carry out regular maintenance on the
headquarters of the departments, divisions, and offices of the Ministry of Interior.
20. Carry out supply and subsistence works and provide the needs of the public governorates
subordinate to the Police Authority.
21. Coordinate with service departments in various public governorates with regards to acts of
service and maintenance.
22. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
23. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (21)
The General Directorate for Technical and Communication Affairs shall have the following
duties:
1. Develop and adopt the necessary technical designs for ministry projects in line with and
taking into account the technical aspects and follow up on their implementation in
accordance with the technical specifications.
2. Conduct technical studies that will develop technical performance by introducing and
using technical techniques and modern methods in various security sectors.
3. Prepare proposals related to wired and wireless means of telecommunications in order to
ensure effective communication.
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4. Oversee the installations and tests on supplies and provide fixed and mobile maintenance
workshops.
5. Maintain technical devices and systems and wired and wireless communication networks.
6. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
7. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (22)
The Criminal Investigation Directorate shall have the following duties:
1. Receive final judgments issued by courts, document them, and prepare a guide concerning
them, tally and classify dangerous criminals, and prepare a manual with the information
available about them.
2. Classify and save the individual fingerprints of dangerous criminals and repeat offenders,
take the ten fingerprints of people with criminal records, and prepare an alphabetical guide
on them according to the methods used.
3. Issue judicial records and certificates of no prior convictions.
4. Examine weapons and ammunition related to criminal offenses in terms of their type and
suitability for use or not.
5. Identify unidentified bodies and photograph crime scenes, dangerous criminals, suspects
in criminal cases, and the effects of natural disasters.
6. Recover footprints, the marks of fingers, shoes, tires, and machinery, and any other marks
related to crime scenes that would benefit criminal evidence, inspect fire locations,
determine their reasons, and estimate their damages.
7. Keep up-to-date on scientific developments in the field of devices and equipment used in
forensics.
8. Inspect vehicles, machinery, doors, locks, safes, and other equipment related to crime
scenes.
9. Receive daily reports on significant crimes and serious incidents and prepare a daily
bulletin on the same.
10. Receive weekly, monthly, and yearly criminal statistics and issue a monthly and annual
report to show the crime status.
11. Prepare criminal bulletins for people wanted, absent, and missing and unidentified bodies,
and for money that is lost, stolen, and found.
12. Implement security plans related to the prevention of murders and thefts and combating
them in cooperation with competent authorities.
13. Investigate and collect evidence on dangerous criminals wanted in various cases.
14. Monitor the actions taken by criminal investigation sections regarding significant crimes,
serious incidents, and wanted and missing persons.
15. Follow up on the actions on crimes committed by foreign residents of Libya and the
incidents they are exposed to.
16. Coordinate with criminal investigation sections in municipalities in research,
investigation, the arrest of dangerous criminals, unidentified crimes, organised crime, and
beggars.
17. Participate in the detection of crimes at the request of the competent authorities.
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18. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
19. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (23)
The Security Planning Directorate shall have the following duties:
1. Develop plans and programs needed in the sector of security, follow them up, and prepare
the necessary studies in their regard.
2. Gather all the information and data from the ministry’s components, analyse them and
make use of them.
3. Propose plans and programs necessary to combat crime.
4. Propose anything that would improve performance and ensure the performance of various
security services.
5. Prepare studies and research and hold seminars related to the work of the ministry.
6. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
7. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (24)
The Legal Affairs Directorate shall have the following duties:
1. Prepare and review draft laws and regulations related to the work of the ministry.
2. Prepare and review draft decrees in the ministry.
3. Provide legal opinion and legal advice in matters submitted to it.
4. Follow up on the lawsuits filed by the ministry or against it in coordination with the State
Lawsuits Authority.
5. Follow up on the lawsuits filed against the ministry in coordination with security
directorates and the branches of lawsuits management in regions.
6. Follow up on human rights matters related to the ministry's work and jurisdiction.
7. Prepare and review the contracts that the ministry signs with third parties.
8. Prepare and review international and bilateral agreements concluded between the ministry
and international organizations and joint bilateral cooperation agreements.
9. Prepare responses on international and national reports on human rights in coordination
with relevant authorities.
10. Attend the meetings and committees assigned to it by the minister or his deputy.
11. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
12. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (25)
The Relations and Cooperation Directorate shall have the following duties:
1. Organise meetings and celebrations in the various fields and occasions of the ministry's
work in collaboration with competent departments and authorities.
2. Participate in fairs and festivals to highlight the role of the ministry in related activities, as
well as contribute to the revival of religious and national festivals.
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3. Take the necessary measures to hold ceremonies, host visitors, arrange their
accommodation and transport, and see them off in coordination with competent
authorities, prepare the needs of ceremonies and hospitality, and monitor their work
performance in receiving delegations and foreign guests.
4. Accept complaints from citizens and ministry employees and prepare memoranda to
present them to the minister and deputy minister, as required, with the necessary related
observations attached.
5. Coordinate with national media outlets to host sections and video and audio programs on
the ministry’s activities and role and prepare and implement audio, video, and print
security programs.
6. Ensure full coverage of the activities and visits of the minister and his meetings and all the
activities of the ministry and document them.
7. Publish specialised newspapers, magazines, and newsletters so as to achieve the objectives
of the ministry and combat and reduce crime in coordination with various media outlets
inside and outside Libya.
8. Provide the ministry’s needs in terms of specialised publications, magazines, brochures,
and posters.
9. Follow what various media outlets publish, present a summary on the same to the
minister, and implement the instructions issued thereon.
10. Coordinate with departments and offices to carry out visual documentation of the work
and activities of the minister and the ministry as a whole.
11. Follow up on security cooperation between Libya and its brother and friendly countries,
participate in meetings on international cooperation, prepare their minutes, and participate
in drafting agreements and executive programs.
12. Prepare a special file for each country or regional or international organisation, including
joint aspects of security cooperation.
13. Take a weekly position on international ties in which the minister or deputy minister will
participate.
14. Prepare memoranda to present to the minister and the deputy minister regarding security
cooperation files and implement the instructions issued in their regard.
15. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
16. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (26)
The Administrative Affairs Directorate shall have the following duties:
1. Undertake the procedures of recruitment, placement, promotion, transfer, delegation,
secondment, resignation, dismissal, separation, referral to retirement, civil service,
insurance affairs, related work, presentation to medical committees, and vacations abroad.
2. Issue identification cards for commissioned and non-commissioned officers, personnel,
and staff and career cards, seniority tables, and all issues related to them.
3. Plan the ministry’s needs for manpower in coordination with the competent authorities.
4. Review requests for settlement of the professional status of workers.
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5. Form investigation committees and disciplinary boards and submit their results to take
necessary action.
6. Undertake incoming and outgoing mail activities by receiving incoming mail to the
ministry, performing outgoing mail activities and preparing correspondence.
7. Establish, arrange, and save files related to the work of the ministry, prepare the indexes
of the file directory, and open and classify files in accordance with the approved manual.
8. Save approved signature vouchers and seals and validate them.
9. Receive, document, and present correspondence, implement the instructions issued
thereon, or forward them to the concerned party.
10. Carry out all electronic documentation work at the ministry by documentation,
classification, arrangement, and presentation upon request.
11. Document complaints received, investigations carried out by the directorate, and the final
results of the investigation, study the security problems and bottlenecks and criminal
phenomena, study the shortcomings in the performance of public directorates, and develop
appropriate and suitable solutions.
12. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
13. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (27)
The Financial Affairs Department shall have the following duties:
1. Prepare budget drafts for the Ministry of Interior in light of the data received from various
parties, departments, offices, and branches subordinate to the ministry.
2. Keep accounting records stipulated for in accordance with the law of the financial system
of the State of Libya, and budget, accounting and inventory regulation and amendments.
3. Issue financial authorisations and promissory notes and instruments and pay the salaries
and other financial dues related to the Ministry of Interior’s credit.
4. Prepare and close monthly and final accounts, review them, and submit them to the
competent authorities.
5. Follow up on the collection of all revenues that fall within the jurisdiction of the Ministry
of Interior and follow up on the renewal of the letters of credit issued for the benefit of the
ministry.
6. Oversee the implementation of audit systems in order to verify the validity of expenditures
and revenues.
7. Prepare the internal distribution of the budget after its adoption.
8. Follow up on letters of credit and review banks and competent technical and regulatory
bodies.
9. Prepare supply, installation, and public works contracts, preliminary contractual
procedures, and the documentation required in coordination with the Department of Legal
Affairs.
10. Archive documents relating to contracts concluded by the ministry.
11. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
12. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
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Article (28)
The Minister’s Office shall have the following duties:
1. Prepare the meetings of the ministry, register and record their minutes, and seal, record,
and inform of the minister's decisions.
2. Carry out the archiving affairs of the office and prepare correspondence, memos, reports,
and topics of a confidential nature.
3. Organise the minister’s interviews, visits, appointments, and contacts.
4. Receive the mail of the minister, present it, and take appropriate action in this regard in
accordance with the regulations prescribed.
5. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
6. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (29)
The Deputy Minister’s Office shall have the following duties:
1. Prepare the meetings of the deputy ministry and his assistants and register and record
their minutes.
2. Carry out the archiving affairs of the deputy minister and his assistants and prepare
correspondence, memos, reports, and topics of a confidential nature.
3. Organise the interviews, visits, appointments, and contacts of the deputy minister and
his assistants.
4. Receive the mail of the deputy minister and his assistants, present it, and take
appropriate action in this regard in accordance with the regulations prescribed.
5. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice
to the legislation in force and this decree.
6. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (30)
The Arab and International Criminal Police Department shall have the following duties:
1. Cooperate with Arab and international criminal police organisations to fight crime and
arrest and track wanted people.
2. Request investigations and evidence collection on wanted and missing persons from Arab
and international criminal police offices.
3. Cooperate with competent bodies on the procedures to receive and extradite criminals in
accordance with laws and bilateral regional and international agreements.
4. Document and control restrictions related to international criminals.
5. Issue, receive, and circulate international criminal notices.
6. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
7. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (31)
The Rotation and Coordination Office shall have the following duties:
1. Organise the daily rotation affairs at the Ministry of Interior.
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2. Receive and analyse important and serious communications, notify the minister and
deputy minister promptly, and forward the instructions issued in their regard to the
concerned authorities.
3. Prepare a daily report that contains a summary of the incidents that occurred during the
last twenty-four hours, according to the orders issued by the Minister of Interior.
4. Undertake administrative and technical supervision on the main operations room of the
ministry.
5. Ensure the performance of the communication room and communication tasks of all kinds
and document and present them in the form of a daily report to the minister or the deputy
minister, according to the instructions regulating this matter.
6. Ensure coordination among major communication rooms and communication rooms in
security and public directorates in order to achieve security, in accordance with the
instructions regulating this matter.
7. Exercise any other duties assigned to it by the Minister of Interior, without prejudice to
the legislation in force and this decree.
8. Prepare periodic reports on the work of the directorate.
Article (32)
The Minister of Interior shall issue a decree on the internal organisation of the Ministry of
Interior, without prejudice to this decree.
Article (33)
One or more committees shall be established through decrees issued by the Minister of
Interior to implement the provisions of this decree.
Article (34)
The provisions of this law shall enter into force from its date of issuance and any contrary
provision shall be repealed. The concerned parties shall implement this decree, and it shall be
published in the Official Gazette.
The Cabinet - Libya
Issued on 9 Jumada al-Awwal 1433 AH
Corresponding to 01/04/2012 AD
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